
November 9, 2017

4:30pm

Little Theater

SSC Agenda

1. Recognize new staff members. [Facilitator: Kuang]

1. Present

1. Noe

2. West

3. Joanne

4. Kuang

5. Monova

2. Recognize new parent members. [Facilitator: Kuang]

1. Present

1. Angela

2. Hilda

3. Ali Collins



4. jian hao lu

3. Recognize new student members. (to be selected by lunchtime leadership club) [Facilitator: Kuang]

1. Sophia Collins

2. Isabella Yu

4. Agree on future meeting times (to avoid conflicts with ELAC) [Facilitator: West ]

1. Move ELAC to 3rd Thursday? Continue to have SSC meetings on the 2nd Thursday?

2. (2 meetings on 1 day) (ELAC on a different day) 9 [unanimous]

1. PTO and SSC (4:30)

2. ELAC @ 5:30 (on a different day)

3. 5:30 (3 separate days) [no votes]

1. PTO

2. SSC

3. ELAC

5. Re-approve Title I allocation for 2017-2018 [Facilitator: West]

1. 144,154.80 total (approved by 10 unanimous)

6. Orient new SSC members (but not ELAC) [Facilitator: Collins]



1. green folders handed out

1. calendar (white)

2. SSC info from district website (yellow)

3. SSC & ELAC Checklist for BSC Process (pink)

4. key components for BSC and SBBP (blue)

5. SSC Observer checklist (purple)

6. SSC bylaws (white)

7. balanced score card 2016-2018(white)

8. core values for family engagement and education code / parental rights (white)

2. questions

1. is there a calendar or schedule for events, so even if parents do not come, they will know what’s happening at 
school

1. PTO email

2. francisco website has a calendar

3. parent newsletter/homepage

4. beginning of year, we mailed home important dates (translated into different languages)



2. can we push out the dates again?

3. WeChat group, can the family liaison send out meeting info there? other schools do this. Ask Joanne

4. west says we can do autodial, email, and WeChat, and signs (on mondays)

5. talk to beacon about parking in the lower yard

7. Select Officers (Vice-Chairperson, Secretary,, Other) [Facilitator: Kuang]

1. vice chairperson: ali collins (unanimous)

2. secretary: monova (unanimous)


